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NEWSLETTER
MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND
HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM
CHATTERLEY WHITFIELD FRIENDS
Hello All,
As we approach the end of the year,
Chatterley Whitfield Friends - CIO.
continues to develop. It has been non
stop with a fantastic eﬀort by all, especially
in the memorial garden. With the Covid
restrictions being eased at the end of June
2021 we looked towards the prospect of
opening for Heritage Open Days. A
decision was made to reduce the number
of the tours from thirty to twenty, and yes
all places were book. A total of four
hundred places. The Thursday Club and
Saturday morning working parties have
been very active and a number of new members were welcomed and put to work on various
projects. Unfortunately not everything has gone well and despite the introduction of regular site
checks there has been a considerable amount of vandalism caused, especially to the Lamp
House. Eventually the building was boarded up, but unwelcome visitors is still a problem.
I am looking forward to 2022 as we still have a number of projects to do, partnerships to develop
and most of all continue to Preserve the Past for the Future.
As chair it is a pleasure to have such a great dedicated team.
Nigel Bowers
Chair
Chatterley Whitfield Friends CIO - Registered Charity 1183093

2022 Trustees
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The Way Head 2022 and beyond………
Chatterley Whitfield was once described as the Stonehenge of the coal industry - In
effect, Chatterley Whitfield is a moth-balled monument in decay. A very special place,
that must serve the present, whilst preserving the past It is already a cultural asset, and
with imagination and drive it can be recycled to become an economic asset again,
serving its communities, local, regional and national.
LOOKING BACK AT 2021……..
My second year as chair, and what a challenging
year it has been.
We were effected by Covid and adhered to the
Government guidelines, so only started meeting
again on site in small groups from around April
2021 and eventually restored the working parties.
All site tours were cancelled but we were able to
open again for our Heritage Open Days 2021 in
September. During the 10 day period we had
opened on two weekends attracting just under 400
visitors. Again we had a substantial number of people again on the waiting list so we
decided to open up in October, and November, but with limited numbers of only twenty
per tour. The October tour was cancelled because of bad weather but the November tour
went ahead... During HOD 2021 we hosted a couple of tours organised by Urban
Wilderness who have been working with ourselves and Keele University in a project
called. ‘Decommisioning the 20th Century - funded by the Arts and Humanities Research
Council (AHRC), will bring together communities connected to three sites – Chatterley
Whitfield Colliery near Stoke, Fawley Power station near Southampton, and West Burton
Power station near Gainsborough.
We still have our weekly meetings/ Chit Chats on a Thursday night via the internet.
Despite the fact that this year has not been a ‘normal’ year, we have been kept very busy
behind the scenes.
SO WHAT HAS BEEN GOING ON ?
HERITAGE CENTRE - BUILDING 29B
As you were aware we were allowed access to building 29b, the old Geology building in
January 2018 and since that date have been developing it. It has now become an
established Heritage Centre, where we meet on a Thursday morning and use on a
regular basis during our open days.
The year started badly when we had a major flood, that luckily only effected the carpet
tiles. With the help from Julian from the council we got heaters and dehumidifiers to dry
everything out. The additional electric roof heaters which were installed and did not work
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effectively, are now working. They were on the WRONG setting. You could not make it
up, they were to set to cool and not hot!
Good News
We managed to get planning permission and the external Security shutters are now
fitted. Grant money being used for the purchase.
Arrangements are in hand to get the roof insulated before the end of the year. Grant
money being used again.
The Heritage Centre has been remodelled allowing better disability access and it now
has a more structured route. More exhibits have been found, especially some liberated
for other buildings, having been sorted since the early 1990’s. We are rapidly running out
of space as we have also had donated a number of personal collections.
Looking towards 2022 we are now in a good position to offer more OPEN days at the
Heritage centre and also to restart our monthly Saturday morning tours.
MEMORIAL GARDEN AND COMPOUND
What has been happening ?, well the best way
to describe the Memorial Garden, is what has
not been happening. This 2021 has got to be
year we remember as the year the Memorial
Garden really started to take shape. Only
because we had a small team of dedicated
members who turned up every Thursday and
Saturday morning, come rain or shine following
the lifting of some of the Covid restrictions.
We had
a small dedicated team working on the small tub
rail network. This is now complete and was a
great centre of attention during our H.O.D.2021
Open days with are new guide Phil Clews.
Jack Dayson went solo with his 1881 memorial.
The World War memorial is now finished, with
the Metal Tommy donated by the chair and
memorial stone being donated by Bridestone
and Brydges, sleepers donated by Alan Danby,
Indian Stone, good discount from Chell Building
Supplies on the pavers

Garden seats donated by membership
secretary.
Garden table with seating donated by the Chair
Garden Arbour - Roy Neate Memorial
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Unitas - Helping out with some construction
Access to buildings materials.
New paved path put down, made possible from
donations from local councillors, M.P. and
members Concrete hard standing and entrance
concreted arranged free by Unitas
Herb garden created from old main line railway
truck chassis
The gates from the old Sports ground have been
delivered, thanks to Keepmoat the developers.
Looking at the possibility of having cage and a
couple of man riders relocated to the garden Working on Keepmoat for this project.
This area is an asset and just shows that with
GREAT team work what can be achieved.

Thanks to Mark, Phil, Bubbs, Alan, Alan B,
Richard, Jack, Geoff W, John, Gareth, John H,
Laurel, Macca, Graham, Geoff B and new tea boy
Mick !
(And anyone I forgot to mention ! )

LIAISING WITH STOKE ON TRENT CITY COUNCIL AND SITE ACCESS.
In 2021 the relationship with the council has developed, especially with the Property Team
lead by by Julian, Steph and Sam but sadly Julian left in September.
We have been very active is trying to maintain the security of the site and now liaise more
with the City Council’s CCTV staff via email. The ‘Friends’ have identified areas were
fencing has been breached and then repaired it. Time and time again......... The small
site team formed in 2019 has been very busy again, especially this year as there has
been an increase in people illegally accessing the site. All breaches etc have been
photographed. Some intruders been caught on
camera in the early hours of the morning, and
some have been walking the dog !!!!!!!. I wish I
could report that security on site has improved,
but quite the opposite. The perimeter fenced is
being
breached on a regular basis, same
place every time. A meeting with council officers
in October 2021 to discuss the issue has not
been actioned quickly enough and this has in
my opinion resulted in a further attack! on the
Lamp House. The council seem to have the
inability to feedback any information.
Urban Explorers continue to get on site but are not posting as much on social media.
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We were seeing fences being pushed over, opened and criminal damage occurring. We
are convinced it is local kids. They are no doubt responsible for the most recent attack on
the Lamp House.
The secretary has regular contact with the Anti Social behaviour officer at the council and
together with other members have managed to identify intruders who have been on site.
Over the last twelve months, only two letters have been sent out and one is pending.
(Words fail me on this one).
In 2021 we were allowed to offer the HOD tours without the supervision of a council
official. A big step forward.
We no longer have to have permits to access the site, just an email to let the CCTV staff
know what we are doing and this works very well. The arrangement to view the site
beyond the SAFE ROUTE is still in force.
CONDITION OF THE SITE
It is a concern as we have had more damage caused, fences breached and for some
unknown reason more vegetation, not
necessarily trees growing out of the building,
especially the Hesketh. We have been very
lucky and thankful for the help offered by
Reaseheath College who came on site in Spring
and did some tree management. They made a
massive difference. We are now able to see
buildings for the first time in years.
Our small site team have been doing some
pruning and made it possible to see the Lamp
House and are looking at white washing some of
the walls.
However all the work has resulted in the brash - trees branches being left on site.
DO YOU KNOW OF ANYONE WHO HAS THE
USE OF A CHIPPER AND CAN OFFER THEIR
SERVICES FREE ?
The entrance to the Pit Head Baths has been
made safe, so the search is on for grants etc to
bring the canteen back into use. Presently it is a
haven for pigeons.
The Hesketh keeps getting broken into and the
Institute headgears appears to be a place to climb.
The Winstanley was made more secure in November 2021.
The Friends will continue to pester, who ever we can to try and get some action done,
only If it is to do some work to stop any further deterioration. For example there has been
a wall collapse under the Institute in the Ancient Monument area. Not actioned DURING
2021.
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SOCIAL MEDIA INTEREST
We continue to maintain the website, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Youtube sites which
attracts visitors from all over the world.
Our presence in social media continues to attract a number of contacts during the year from the
BBC who came on site in September.
VOLUNTEERING
We do not know where we would be without our volunteers and support from our followers on the
social media networks. Our membership numbers
were effected due to Covid as members who paid
by cash at the HOD in 2019 did not renew. But we
are gradually on the up again. We have a good
membership, but we can strive to see if that can be
increased. We are looking at membership early
2022, to see how we can improve it.
We keep a record of hours attended by volunteers at
the Heritage Centre and a BIG THANK YOU goes
out to all the volunteers who have given up their
time to support Chatterley Whitfield this year,
despite the difficult circumstances we found ourselves in.
They may find it a 'bind' filling in the log sheet, but it tells us who is and has been on site and also
the hours can be used in some instances to offset grant application. For instance for the
Community Investment Fund with the council, every volunteer hour is worth £10.00.
So how have we done over the last 12 months, despite, lockdown, and no Heritage
Open Days: 8.11.2020 to 6.11.2021 3,259 Volunteer hours (Slightly down on the year
before - 3,925 hours ) but we now average around twenty members on Thursday
morning, slightly less on a Saturday. However for Heritage Open Days we managed
twenty four members on every day. A fantastic eﬀort.Great eﬀort as 2018 to 2019 4,245
hours).
Now we know this is only a rough guide, as some of you forget to book in........... including me. On top of that we have the members who squirrel away at home, working behind the scenes.
NETWORKING
The year 2021 has been a particular good year for networking. There has been a good
working relationship developed with Historic England, and City of Stoke on Trent Council.
We have contacts with: Urban Wilderness, Keele University, Bristol University, UCL
University London, Derby University.
Also had a visit by Jacob Rees-Mogg, the present leader of the House of Commons.
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THANKING YOU.
Chatterley Whitfield Friends CIO would not be in the positive position it is in today without
the dedication of it’s members. We would take a long time to thank all those members
who have contributed to making 2020 - 2021 a successful year, but there are a few
people we think are worthy of a mention.
Our thanks go out to Michael Ansell who has stepped down as a Trustee this year. He
has been a great asset on the admin side (behind the scenes) and was responsible for
the Charity Commission application. He was also part of a small team which pushed forward the Vision before it was taken up by the City Council and Historic England. He will
be greatly missed as a Trustee, but as a member he will continue to keep an eye on us.
Another behind the scenes stalwart is Lloyd Boardman, part of the archive team who
once a month sends his in ‘Timesheet’ of his hours spent archiving. Mostly scanning the
vast number of documents, books, maps and photographs we have. He also helps with
outside enquiries re the colliery. On average he spend 100 hours a month doing this, and
total time so far is 3,150 hours.
Last but not least a mention to Paul Rushton, another member of the archive team who
seems to blend into the background, working away, keeping the Heritage Centre clean
and organising the Archive area.
Beyond 2021
Vision 2020 - 2030
Towards the end of 2020 the Vision team produced an excellent document consisting of well over
fifty pages. It went to the council and nothing happened.
With the ‘drive’ from M.P. Jonathan Gullis, Historic England were contacted and Fielden, Clegg
and Bradley were appointed to compile the Vision. There has been a number of joint meeting with
them, the City Council and Historic England, via the internet. It should be presented to the council
at the end of January 2022.
————————————————————————

OUR SOCIAL NETWORK
HERITAGE CENTRE
https://chatterleywhitfieldfriends.org.uk was launched in 2013
at the same
UPDATE
time we went onto Facebook with:
https://www.facebook.com/ChatterleyWhitfield
Twitter - https://twitter.com/chatt_whit
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/chatterley_whitfield_colliery/?hl=en

Seen you all in 2022…….
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